This paper provides a new, generalized approach to the problem of encoding information a s vectors of binary digits. We furnish a formal definition f o r the Boolean constrained encoding problem, a n d show t h a t this definition encompasses m a n y particular encoding problems found in VLSI design, a t various description abstraction levels. Our approach can capture equivalence and/or compatibility classes i n the original symbol s e t to encode, by allowing symbols codes to be cubes of a Boolean space, instead of the usual minterms. Besides, we introduce a unified framework to represent encoding constraints which i s m o r e general t h a n previous eflorts. The framework is based upon a new definition of the pseudo-dichotomy concept, a n d is adequate to guide the solution of encoding problems through the satisfaction of constraints extracted from the original problem statement. A n encoding problem case study is presented, the state assignment of synchronous finite state machines with the simultaneous consideration of s t a t e minimization. The practical comparison with well-established approaches to solve this problem i n t w o separate steps, shows t h a t our solution is competitive with other published results. However, the case study is primarily intended to show the feasibility of the Boolean constrained encoding problem formulation.
Introduction
Encoding is a fundamental step of numerous problems in computer science, computer design and VLSI design problems. T h e optimal solution of any such problem depends on t h e satisfaction of a set of constraints a s well a s on objective optimization criteria, all of which must b e defined in t e r m s of t h e original problem fitatement. Encoding is basically a translation process, where a set of symbols is mapped into a set of Boolean vectors. Many of t h e general approaches t o encoding in VLSI design appeared a s a by-product of solutions 
t o t h e s t a t e assignment problem for finite s t a t e machines (FSMs). Most solutions t o t h i s problem assume encodings t h a t are injective functions
(one-to-one mappings) from t h e s t a t e set into a set of Boolean vectors of a given fixed length 19, lo]. Although t h e use of injective functions be useful for t h e s t a t e assignment problem alone [4] , it represents a severe limitation if more powerful encoding strategies are required. For example, suppose t h a t t h e set of symbols t o b e encoded has a structure t h a t allows t h e identification of equivalence classes in it. In order t o capture t h i s characteristic, we must allow encodings t h a t are not injective, so t h a t every symbol in a n equivalence class can be mapped into a unique Boolean vector. A more complicated case arises when t h e set of symbols contains compatibility classes. Here, t h e encodings must be allowed t o be both non-injective and non-functional, so t h a t t h e intersection of overlapping classes is related t o more t h a n one Boolean vector. Since equivalence and compatibility classes are so commonly found in t h e structure of VLSI design problems, i t is useful t o consider t h e m in t h e scope of encoding problems.
I n t h i s paper, we propose a general approach t o constrained encoding problems. In Section 2, we introduce t h e needed basic definitions and t h e Boolean Constrained Encoding (BCE) problem, a formal statement which encompasses previously proposed formulations 19, lo), a n d which additionally allows t h a t compatibility classes present in t h e symbol set b e captured in t h e encoding process. Aiming a t t h e construction of more powerful resolution methods for encoding problems, we propose a unified framework for representing encoding constraints in Section 3. T h i s framework is based on a new statement of t h e well-known concept of (pseudo-)dichotomies. Several publications have reported t h e use of dichotomies to model t h e s t a t e assignment problem in both asynchronous and synchronous
111, 31
FSMs, together with their use t o solve other encoding problems such a s two-way network partitioning and two-layer via minimization 11".
Our definition stresses t h e relationship between t h e concept an t h e underlying algebra of switching functions, and is also more comprehensive t h a n t h a t in previous approaches. T h e main goal of t h e framework is t o provide a unique representation for constraints found in a comprehensive class of encoding problems, and which are related t o several aspects of VLSI design, such a s area and/or delay optimization a n d testability enhancement. T h e solution of practical problems a s instances of t h e B C E problem depends on how easily t h e Permission to copy without fee all or part of tbis material is granted, provided that the wpies are not made or distributed for direct wnnnerdal advantage the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date a&ear, and notie is given that mpying is by pmision of the Assoeiation for Computing Machinery. To mpy othemise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or speaSc -on.
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former can b e mapped t o t h e latter. Section 4 presents a discussion on how t o express classes of constraints commonly found in encoding problems using t h e pseudo-dichotomy framework. Other constraint classes found less often in t h e scope of these problems are analyzed as well, since they will b e useful in t h e search for encodings intended t o represent compatibility classes arising in t h e symbol set. T h e utility of this mapping process is t h a t t h e framework represents t h e original problem in a standard form, amenable t o treatment by common constraint satisfaction algorithms. Section 5 illustrates t h e BCE problem resolution process based on t h e unified framework through a case study, t h e s t a t e assignment of synchronous FSMs with t h e simultaneous consideration of s t a t e minimization. Section 5 also introduces a computer program implementation for solving t h e case study problem, and presents benchmark results. Finally, Section 6 lists a set of conclusions, and points directions for future work.
2 Basic Definitions and the BCE Problem Definition 2.1 (Partition) Given two sets S a n d T, a binary relation ( S , T , m ) is a partition of T iff it is onto a n d one-to-one. The image T ( S ) of a n element s of S is a block of partition T .
Let S b e a set specified as a Cartesian product S = Si and L be a set of integers between 0 and T -1, with a n associated lattice structure ( L , V , A , O , r -1 ) under t h e o p e r a t i o n s v and A , with least element 0 and greatest element r -1. Assume also t h a t U = i=*-l IO, 1). Let 
Definition 2.2 (Lattice exponentiation function)
The supercube definition i s immediately extendible to sets of cubes with cardinality bigger than two. The cubes c(X) a n d d (X) are disjoint if there is n o V E S f o r which c(V) = 1 a n d d(V) = m , o r if 1 = 0 o r m = 0. The s i z e of a cube c(X) is I {X I c(X) = 1) 1, if 1 # 0, otherwise the size is 0. The satisfying set o f c zs the set of Boolean vectors {X 1 c(X) = l ) , if 1 # 0 , otherwise it is the empty set. Every element i n this s e t is s a i d to satisfy the cube function c. A switching cube function is a cube whose domain is S = U" a n d whose codomain is L = D, for some integer n .
x I c i u D i ) .
T h e usual definition of cube a s a product of literals is a limited interpretation of t h e formal concept of satisfying s e t of a cube 12). T h e most important of t h e definitions is t h a t of encoding.
Definitions 2.4 (Encoding or Assignment) Given a positive integer n , a n assignment o r encoding of a s e t S is a mapping o r complete function e : S --t ?(Un), where P(D") stands for the powerset [the s e t of all subsets) of U". The integer n is called the length of the assignment. F o r every s E S, the image e(s) is called the code of s . Two codes e(s), e(t) are disjoint iff e(s) n e(t) = 0, otherwise the codes are intersecting. A n assignment that is a n injection a n d where codes are pairwise disjoint is a n iqjective encoding, in which case V(s, t E s), s # t * e(s) n e(t) = 0. Any assignment t h a t is n o t injective is called non-injective.
A cube assignment o r cube encoding of S is a n assignment e o f S where every code e(s) i s the satisfying s e t of some cube, i.e.
there is a switching cube c(X) over U" such t h a t c(X) = 1 e X E e(.). Let the codes of a cube assignment e be represented as three- A functional assignment o r functional encoding of S i s a n assignment where every code is a singleton. A functional assignm e n t is redefined as a function e ; S -+ U", without loss of generality. We call assignments that a r e n o t functional non-functional.
T h e concept of assignment is limited here t o fixed-length codes. We may t h u s refer t o t h e encoding length also a s t h e code length. In t h e rest of t h i s paper, we restrict attention t o cube or t o t h e more restrictive functional encodings. Correspondingly, Boolean codes will be represented a s either Boolean tuples or a s three-valued vectors. We adopt herein t h e simplified notation x = x,-l . . . z1zo t o represent a tuple of t h e set U", and call it a Boolean vector. Definition 2.5 (Discrete function satisfaction) Let f : S -L be a discrete function a n d f. : UP --+ Bq be a general switching function. We s a y t h a t f. satisfies f under the two assignments 'p : S -B p a n d + : L -Bq i f these assignments are such that
We may now s t a t e t h e BCE problem. Our approach is t o associate t h e columns of a n encoding t o constraints, which imply t h e well-known and efficient column-based encoding strategy (121.
Problem Statement 2.1 (Boolean Constrained Encoding)
Consider the sets S = {so ,... , s n -l } a n d C = { f o , . . .,f,,-i}, where the elements f i E C are switching functions f i : U" -8.
Associate with each fi a positive real number c(fi) a n d a discrete function gi such t h a t gi : (Bk)" -.+ U. We call the elements of S symbols, a n d the elements of C encoding constraints o n the symbols of S . The number c(fj) is the gain of f i , while gi is the encoding constraint satisfaction function of f i . A constraint f t is satisfied by a s e t E C (U')" iff there is a n element e E E such that gi(e) = 1. The satisfaction of a constraint f, by E is indicated here, with a little notational abuse by g i ( E ) = 1. The Boolean constrained encoding problem consists in finding a function h : S -P ( B k ) , where P ( U k ) is the powerset o f U k , a n d such that k i s minimized, a n d the gain c(h) is mazimized, where c(h) is defined a s m-1
Function h is denominated a n encoding function o r simply a n encoding, while the k is called the encoding length.
Example 2.1 (Input assignment) Consider t h e approach proposed in [4]
, t h a t solves t h e s t a t e assignment problem by approximating it a s a n input assignment problem, i.e. by respecting t h e face embedding constraints generated by symbolic minimization only, and not considering o u t p u t constraints nor any other constraints. Let us express this problem as an instance of t h e B C E problem.
T h e set of symbols S i s t h e set of states of an FSM, t o be encoded. T h e set of encoding constraints C o n t h e other hand, must be computed from t h e face embedding constraints obtained by symbolic
minimization. Consider, for instance, t h e FSM A = ( I , Q , O , 6 , X )
where I = 0 = U, T = {a, b,c,d}, and where 6 (the transition function) and X ( t h e o u t p u t function) are given by t h e flow table in Figure 2 .1, where also appears t h e grouping of entries obtained by symbolic minimization. 
(according t o t h e first constraint), we need t o have an encoding column t h a t is either ( O O 1 l ) T or (llOO)T in t h e solution.
If a function f i evaluate t o 1, t h e constraint is respected. Then, t h e set C of t h e B C E problem is simply t h e set of all fis. Now, consider t h e modeling of t h e f i gains c(fi) and t h e satisfaction functions gi. T o compute t h e gains, we observe t h a t some constraints are repeated in t h e cube table obtained by symbolic minimization. We t h u s assign t o each encoding constraint f i a value c(fi) t h a t is equal t o t h e number of times t h e face embedding associated with f, appears in t h e symbolically minimized cube table. This choice is justified by t h e fact t h a t each entry set in t h e symbolically minimized cube table is associated with one row in t h e final minimized two-level implementation 1121. Then, satisfying a constraint guarantees t h a t all groupings associated with t h i s constraint can be performed in t h e final implementation. If not all constraints are finally satisfied, we had better choose t o satisfy constraints t h a t are repeated many times, since this will hopefully lead t o a greater percentage of groupings from all those predicted by symbolic minimization.
T h e constraint satisfaction function gr, in this example, has an expression which is identical t o t h e corresponding function f i , but defined over a larger domain. This is a consequence of t h e fact t h a t face embedding constraints are satisfied by a single encoding column of t h e result. However, this does not account for t h e general case. In some problems, a constraint is satisfied if t h e corresponding function fi.is respected in every column of t h e constraint, like code compatibility constraints (21 or o u t p u t constraints 131. There are also cases where t h e f, need t o b e satisfied in a specific number of encoding columns 151. T h a t is why t h e domain of t h e satisfaction functions gi are all possible encodings of length k. Given t h i s mapping, t h e s t a t e assignment problem can b e reduced t o t h e general B C E problem, and we need t o look for a n optimum encoding h of t h e s t a t e set Q , such t h a t k is t h e minimum possible and c(h) is maximum.
I
Let us now give general interpretations for t h e elements in t h e
BCE problem statement. S is a set of symbols t o b e encoded according t o t h e constraints in C. T h e encoding constraints f i , on t h e other hand, m a p a Boolean vector with t h e same cardinality a s t h e set of symbols into a binary digit. T h e most frequent interpretation for this function is t h a t it tells whether or not a bit column participates in t h e satisfaction of t h e encoding constraint. To each f i t h e problem statement associates gi, a function t h a t characterizes t h e encoding constraint. It is through gi t h a t t h e behavior of t h e distinct encoding constraint classes can be accounted for. T h e encoding constraint satisfaction function gi tells if t h e encoding constraint f i is satisfied
or not by every possible functional encoding of k bits.
T h e encoding function h is t h e solution of t h e problem. It associates a set of binary k-tuples with each symbol in S, unlike previous propositions 19, lo] , which associated a single Ic-tuple with each symbol. This is t h e major generalization of t h e statement, t h a t allows non-injective and/or non-functional encodings t o b e obtained.
T h e multiplier inside t h e summation in t h e expression for c(h), i.e. t h e expression gi(x;Li(h(sj))), evaluates t o 1 iff t h e constraint f i is satisfied by t h e final encoding. Otherwise, it evaluates t o 0.
Finding function h is a n NP-hard problem, since BCE is a generalization of t h e s t a t e encoding problem 121. T h e solution of t h e BCE problem in t h e general case is not unique. In most practical instances of t h e Boolean constrained encoding problem, t h e optimum solution is found only when considering a trade-off between t h e goals of minimizing k and maximizing t h e gain c(h). Besides, for h t o exist, t h e set of constraints C must be feasible. Constraint set feasibility is not treated here, and is also a very complex problem.
All proposals we could find in t h e available literature on encoding in VLSI design choose t o solve restricted versions of t h e B C E problem.
All such restricted versions can b e put into two major classes [12] .
Definitions 2.6 (Complete and partial constrained encoding)
Choose to satisfy all encoding constraints unconditionally, thus maximizing c(h). A t the s a m e time, look for a n encoding that minimizes k. This restricted version is called Complete (Boolean) Constrained Encoding (CBCE) . Another restricted version of the Boolean constrained encoding problem is obtained as follows: establish a value for k (often the m i n i m u m possible), looking then for a n encoding with length k that maximizes c(h). This problem i s called Partial (Boolean) Constrained Encoding (PBCE).
Pipun, 1: FlovtablO and input corutrsinw for PSM II
A Unified Constraint Framework
Encoding constraints were modeled in Problem Statement 2.1 8s switching functions of n variables. T h i s choice is general enough t o represent most kinds of constraints found in encoding problems a t several levels of abstraction in VLSI descriptions. T h e widely accepted definition of (pseudo-)dichotomies is not a s general as t h e definition of encoding constraints, and t h a t is one of t h e reasons why we provide a more general definition of t h e former. O n t h e other hand, t h e functions gi account for t h e satisfaction of t h e constraints f i across a n Toeach grouping corresponds a face embedding constraint. These are associated t o t h e present states of each entry group in t h e Figure  [ Remember t h e interpretation of these constraints 141: two symbols in opposite sides of a constraint must have codes differing in a t least one column of t h e final encoding. T h e encoding constraints in t h e arbitrary set of columns of t h e encoding. T h i s justifies t h e proposal of a framework considering t h e effect of constraints t h a t influence t h e composition of more t h a n one column of t h e final encoding.
The Pseudo-Dichotomy Concept
Pseudo-dichotomies had originally little or no algebraic structure associated t o it. No addition or product of dichotomies can be defined, although a d hoc operations for combining and splitting them, as well a s concepts like compatibility a
Definitions 3.1 (Pseudo-dichotomy) Let S = {so,. . . , s n -l } be a set, the elements of which are called symbols, a n d B = {0,1}. A pseudo-dichotomy (PD) of S is a n algebraic structure 8 = (p, t)
where p is the graph of a binary relation (a, S, p), with p : B -S , such t h a t p(O)np(l) = 0, a n d t is a switching function t : Bn --+ B. that Covers 8.
We represent PDs using t h e value vector [2] notation, which we employ t o characterize binary relation graphs, instead of discrete functions only. Given a P D 8 = ( p , t ) on t h e set of symbols S, 8 may be described by t h e value vector [p(O) p(l)], which contains t h e images of t h e elements 0 and 1 by t h b binary relation whose graph is p.
A s an illustration, t h e face embedding constraints of Example 2. T h e structure of t h e Satisfaction functions ti is determined by t h e kind of constraint, face embedding or input constraints in t h i s case.
In a dichotomy 0 = (p, t ) , p is t h e graph of a p,rt;t:o, o f 5'. In a PD, p is t h e graph of a partition of a subset of S.
Generality of the P D Definition
T h e constraints a cube encoding of a set of symbols must satisfy are relationships among t h e symbols. They must be expressed as conditions t o be respected among t h e symbols in some subset of columns of t h e encoding. PDs were defined t o model each of these columns.
Given a generic P D 8 = ( p , t ) of a set S , t h e domain of a satisfaction function t is t h e set of all binary assignments of length 1 t o symbols in S. Function t evaluates t o 1 for every binary assignment t h a t satisfies t h e P D , otherwise it evaluates t o 0. In this way, P D s with a same binary relation p can be satisfied in different ways, if their satisfaction functions t are distinct. Thus, t allows t h a t different kinds of constraints be accounted for. [3] . Breaking t h e P D concept into a n encoding part p and a satisfaction part t is a more general approach. Also, t h e consideration of new constraint kinds using our P D definition is straightforward. It suffices t o define t h e conditions under which such a constraint is satisfied, generating a new type of function t.
T h e satisfaction function is not present in previous definitions of t h e P D concept. Actually, t h e first published applications have dealt with just one kind of constraint a t a time 1111. A s t h e need t o manipulate other constraint kinds arose, t h e proposal of a d hoc frameworks took place t o deal with t h e anomalous behavior of t h e new constraints

Constraint Classes
T h e encoding problems cited in t h i s work can be expressed by a few constraint classes: local constraints, which can be input constraints or distance-2 constraints; and global constraints, subdivided into o u t p u t dominance, o u t p u t disjunctive and compatibility constraints.
Local constraints express conditions t h a t must be met in one or a subset of columns of t h e encoding. Input constraints were presented in Example 2.1. We note a n encoding constraint by a pair ({si}, { s j } ) , where { s i } is t h e set of symbols whose codes must belong t o t h e satisfying set of a cube t h a t do not contain t h e codes of any symbol inside { s j } . If {si} U Isj} = S, t h e constraint is called full. If t h e cardinality o f either { s i } or { s j } is 1 t h e constraint is called elementary. T o satisfy one such constraint one encoding column suffices. Distance-2 constraints were proposed in 151 t o guarantee fully stuck-at testable s t a t e assignment for FSMs. O n e such constraint is satisfied only if a Hamming distance of 2 is obtained between t h e codes of t h e symbols involved in it. T h i s implies t h a t a t least two columns of t h e encoding have t o be considered t o achieve their satisfaction. We note such a constraint by a pair {[si], [ s j ] } for two symbols ss and 8 -t h a t must be encoded with distance 2.
Global constraints must be verified by every column of t h e encoding. Given two symbols, s1 and 92, and a n encoding e, S I dominates s2 iff in every column where e(s2) is different from 0 it assumes t h e same value a s e(s1). T h i s is what a dominance constraint between two symbols states, and we note i t by (s1,s2). A disjunctive constraint, on t h e other hand, involves three symbols, 91, s2 and 93, where one of them, e.g. s1 is required t o have a code t h a t is t h e Boolean disjunction of t h e codes of t h e other two symbols, which is noted ( s l , q s 3 ) . Dominance and disjunctive constraints are found in t h e context of output encoding of combinational circuits, as well a s in t h e s t a t e assignment of FSMs. A compatibility constraint between 91 and s2 states t h a t in no column of e one of e(sl), e(s2) can b e 0 while t h e other is 1, noted {SI, s z } . T h i s constraint has been identified in 121 and derives from t h e consideration of t h e s t a t e minimization problem during encoding.
The PD Unified Framework
We propose t h e organization of P D s into a framework capable of representing all conditions t o be attained by t h e encoding.
Definition 3.2 (PD framework)
Consider a n algebraic structure P =z ( F , , F g ) , where FI is a s e t of pairs, where each p a i r has as first element a P D o n a s e t S of symbols a n d a s second element a positive integer, i.e. FI = {(8j,cj)}. Fg is a set of P D s o n S . An encoding E of S satisfies 3 iff each Si in Ft is satisfied by a t least a s many columns of E a s cj a n d each element in Fg is satisfied by every column of S, If a n encoding that satisfies F exists, F is called a P D framework of S , a n d FI a n d Fg are called the local part a n d the global part of F, respectively.
From t h e definition of P D framework we see t h a t t h e local part expresses conditions t h a t need t o occur in some subset of columns of an encoding E of S, while t h e global part collects conditions t h a t need t o be verified by every column of E. T h e definition is not dependent
upon t h e specific problem we are trying t o solve, being applicable t o a wide range of problems. Assuming t h a t we do not consider PDs where t h e satisfaction function t(X) = 0 for every Boolean vector X, a special caae of algebraic structure F = ( 4 , F g ) , where Fg = 0, is always a PD framework, because an encoding can always be found t h a t satisfies t h e local part alone. T h e reason for t h i s is t h a t PDs in t h e local part need t o be satisfied always in one finite number of columns of t h e encoding. T h u s , we can simply add columns t o t h e encoding until all PDs are satisfied.
Since a P D framework is defined only ; f a n encodins t h a t satisfier it exists, establishing t h e framework is a task dependent on a constraint feasibility analysis, which in t u r n depends on t h e specific encoding problem at hand.
Mapping Constraints into PDs
Some works have suggested general formulations for constrained encoding problems 19, lo]. Constrained encoding can benefit from t h e identification of compatibility classes inside t h e starting symbol set. Most of t h e works do not allow identifying these classes, since they rely upon encoding functions h t h a t are injective and whose images are subsets of P ( B k ) containing singletons only. Our approach does not model t h e BCE problem in its full extent either. However, it is less restrictive t h a n any other method found in t h e literature.
Representing Local Constraints
T h e input constraints generated by symbolic minimization have t h e form of full input constraints 141.
For instance, let S = {a, 6, c, d, e, f , g, h , i} b e t h e s t a t e set o f some finite s t a t e machine, and let t h e pair ({a, b, c}, Id,:, f, g, !,(}),be one such full input constraint extracted from a symbolically minimized cube table of some FSM. T o model t h i s constraint with PDs, we may choose B = (p, t) such that p = [{d,e, f , g , h,i}, {a, b,c}] and t evaluating to 1 only for columns separating t h e codes of every two s t a t e s in opposite sides of t h e PD.
In t h i s case, t is t h e disjunction of t h e two minterms abcdEfThi and --azcdefghi. Cubes having si if si E p(1) a r e called direct cubes of t, while t h e ones having a r e t h e reverse cubes o f t . This PD is satinput constraints obtained by symbolic minimization, which is t h e assignment of disjoint codes to some otherwise compatible pairs of states. To avoid t h i s effect during t h e encoding of states, we propose an original method of relaxation for t h e input constraints. { a , b, c)l and [{il, { a , b, c) l. These S P D s may each b e satisfied separately, along seveial columns of t h e encoding. T h e satisfaction function t is defined in t h e same way it was defined for t h e full inuut constraint. and is t h e disiunction of a set of cubes which can 1 for each pair ( { s t ) , s k 3(sr,sk) E 0 or ( s k . 9~) E 0, such t h a t st E { s f } then, eliminate st from { s f } in ( { s t } , s b ) E +; if t h e resulting set {sc} = 0 then, eliminate ({si}, sk) from +;
Method 5.1 (Input constraints relaxation)
T h e objective of t h e relaxation method for input constraints is t o avoid encoding conditionally compatible s t a t e s with disjoint codes. T h e correctness of t h e procedure is established by t h e following Theorem and Corollary. b e satisfied with more code po&ibilities t h a n t h e original satisfaction Theorem 5.4 (~~~~t constraints civen a finite function.
Distance-2 constraints a r e represented by PDs in t h e same way as input constraints. T h e fact t h a t they require satisfaction in exactly two columns of t h e encoding is accounted for through t h e local part of t h e framework, where t h e integer associated t o input constraints is 1, while for distance-2 constraints it is 2.
Representing Global Constraints
Given 
A Case Study
Traditionally, s t a t e minimization (SM) and s t a t e assignment (SA) are separate procedures of sequential logic synthesis, but using such a serial strategy may prevent t h e obtainment of optimal s t a t e assignments (71. T o illustrate encodings where t h e symbol set may contain compatibility classes, we have chosen t h e problem of assigning codes t o s t a t e s of a n FSM such t h a t s t a t e minimization is taken into account during t h e encoding process, in what we call a simultaneous strategy. No theoretical findings on t h e relationship between t h e SM and SA problems has been provided in previous works [I, 81. T h e method in [8] is feasible only for very small machines. T h e method proposed in [l] is reasonably efficient for machines with no less than 30 stat@, but its results a r e poorer t h a n those obtained with a serial strategy proposed in t h e same work.
Relationship between SM and SA
In [2], a formal relationship between t h e SM and SA problems was established, generating t h e results summarized below. Formal proofs can be found in [2] and a r e omitted here due t o lack of space.
Theorem 5.1 (Closed cover encoding) Let A = (I, S, 0 , 6 , A) be a n FSM a n d K be a closed cover of compatibles [6] of A. Build a functional injective encoding 6 : K + U", with n 2 [log2 I K 11 a n d then build the encoding e : S -P ( U " ) , such t h a t Vs E S, e(s) = {s(k)(k E K , S E k}. Then, e is a valid s t a t e encoding of A.
Theorem 5.1 shows t h a t it is possible t o build valid encodings for t h e s t a t e s of an F S M such t h a t their length depends on t h e cardinality of t h e closed cover of s t a t e compatibility classes, and not on t h e cardinality of t h e set of states. I t also s t a t e s t h a t we may use noninjective, non-functional encodings t o capture t h e s t a t e compatibility class structure of t h e set S, if any exists.
Theorem 5.2 (Incompatibility constraints non-violation)
Given a finite s t a t e machine A = (I, S, 0 , 6 , A), if two states s , t E S are incompatible, any valid s t a t e encoding t h a t respects the whole set of full input constraints generated by symbolic minimization of a cube table describing A assigns disjoint codes to s a n d t .
.-.--state machine A ( I , S , O , S , A ) , the s e t of ail compatibility constraints 9 of A, a n d a s e t of elementary input constraints + of S , suppose t h a t + is the result of the decomposition of all full face embedding constraints arising from symbolic minimization. Apply the input constraints relaxation method t o +, obtaining a s e t of relaxed input constraints 4'. Then, any s t a t e encoding 2' of A t h a t respects all relaxed input constraints in 4' a n d a66 compatibility constraints in 0, is a valid state assignment of A.
Corollary 5.1 (Bounds Preservation)
The input constraints relaxation method does n o t increase the upper bound on the row cardinality of the encoded cube table predicted by symbolic minimisation.
Theorem 5.4 ensures t h a t after applying t h e relaxation method it is still possible t o find an encoding t h a t preserves t h e input/output behavior of t h e original machine based on t h e relaxed constraints. An interesting result arising from symbolic minimization is t h a t it generates an upper bound for t h e row cardinality of a two-level implementation of t h e combinational part of t h e initial FSM 141. One may question if t h i s bound is still valid after applying relaxation t o these constraints. Corollary 5.1 ensures t h a t t h i s is indeed t h e case.
A PD Framework Encoding Method
Using t h e theoretical findings of t h e last Section, we propose a s t a t e encoding method considering s t a t e minimization. T h e method supports t h e use of all constraint classes mentioned in t h i s work, although t h e implementation is limited today t o considering input and compatibility constraints only. A P D framework is obtained a s follows. Starting with t h e input constraints generated by symbolic minimization, we decompose these into elementary input constraints with removal of duplicated constraints. T h e method proceeds by relaxing t h e input constraints using for t h i s t h e constraints derived from an ordinary s t a t e pair compatibility analysis. T h e relaxed constraint set, together with t h e compatibility constraints form a feasible set of constraints [2], which is mapped into a unified PD framework.
Once t h e PD framework is established, t h e solution of our encoding problem can be found by any constraint satisfaction method applicable t o t h e framework. We have developed t h e ASSTUCE method, which is in fact a generalization of a n existing greedy heurist i c technique t o generate one encoding column a t a time, proposed in [lo] . T h e original method could not b e used, since it is limited t o functional encodings, and we needed t o generate cube encodings.
T h e idea of t h e ASSTUCE method is t o generate one column of t h e encoding at a time, so t h a t t h e column generated satisfies a maximum number of P D s in t h e local part o f t h e unified framework, and do not violate any P D in t h e global part. After each column generation step, all satisfied P D s in t h e local part have t h e associated integer value decremented. For each value resulting 0 after t h i s operation t h e associated P D s a r e accordingly eliminated, and column generation proceeds. There a r e two possible s t o p conditions, depending on what constrained encoding approach is chosen, complete or partial. If complete constrained encoding is chosen, t h e method execution stops only when t h e local part is empty. Otherwise, execution stops if either t h e local part is empty, or if every incompatible pair of states is assigned disjoint codes.
T h e final encoding is t h e collection of generated bit columns. T h e complexity of t h e ASSTUCE method is bounded by O ( n 2 + c), where n is t h e number of symbols (i.e. states of t h e FSM) and c is t h e number of non-don't care components in t h e initial P D matrix, which is bounded by t h e product of t h e number of symbols by t h e cardinality of t h e initial set of PDs, t h i s last being proportional to t h e number of constraints. assigns disjoint codes t o s a n d t.
T h e last two Theorems relate t h e SA input constraints with constraints arising from t h e SM problem. T h e first of t h e m guarantees t h a t all codes t h a t have t o b e disjoint because of their incompatibility, a r e made disjoint by simply satisfying all input constraints obtained by symbolic minimization. T h e last Theorem, on t h e other hand, shows t h e undesirable effect arising from t h e satisfaction of all
5-3 Benchmark Results
T h e ASSTUCE method has been implemented as a computer program and compared against a serial strategy where s t a t e minimization is performed using t h e program STAMINA [6] and s t a t e assignment is done with t h e program NOVA [12] . T h e F S M test set used is part of t h e MCNC benchmarks. O u r prototype implementation do not consider o u t p u t constraints yet. T h e program NOVA was accordingly parameterized t o avoid their consideration (with t h e run-time option -e ih), t o allow a fair comparison. Also, t h e compared strategies are solutions t o t h e P B C E problem, b u t comparisons involving solutions t o t h e C B C E problem are also available in 121.
We divided t h e benchmarks into two groups, according t o t h e presence or absence of non-trivial compatible s t a t e pairs in t h e original description. All comparison parameters are extracted from t h e minimized two-level combinational part of t h e encoded FSM. T h e programs NOVA, and ASSTUCE rely on t h e ESPRESSO program t o perform t h e combinational part minimization after encoding. T h e same statement is t r u e for t h e input constraints generation step. In this way, t h e comparisons reflect t h e differences arising from t h e encoding strategy alone. T h e d a t a resulting from comparing ASSTUCE and t h e partial encoding serial strategy based on t h e STAMINA and NOVA programs is depicted in Table 1 , for t h e benchmarks with a t least one pair of compatible distinct states. Results for t h e other machines are discussed in [2] .
ASSTUCE and t h e partial encoding serial strategy based on NOVA are comparable for most parameters, with t h e serial strategy obtaining slightly better area results and ASSTUCE obtaining slightly sparser machines b u t with reduced number of transistors in it, and less product terms. T h e consequences of these differences is t h a t we judge t h e ASSTUCE results more adapted t o consider power dissipation issues in big PLAs, because of t h e combined effect of smaller areas corresponding t o sparser PLAs. Besides, we know t h a t sparser PLAs favor t h e use of topological optimization tools during t h e low level svnthesis of t h e FSM.
by obtaining more examples of encoding problems where t h e identification of equivalence and/or compatibility classes is fundamental t o t h e search of optimal solutions. Second, we are presently doing research on t h e application of recently developed techniques for t h e manipulation of implicit representations of switching functions with t h e use of reduced ordered binary decision diagrams. We are also considering t h e application of these techniques t o t h e representation and satisfaction of our P D framework. T h i r d , we are interested in overcoming t h e limitation of using cube encodings. T h e eventual use of t h e Boolean relation concept may help in t h i s task. Finally, we are considering t h e application of t h e formal paradigm developed here t o sequential logic synthesis problems for FPGAs.
